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With the advent of GPS/GNSS satellite navigation systems and Unmanned Aerial Systems (UAS) surveying profession is
nowadays facing its transformative stage. Written by a team of surveying experts, Surveyor’s Instruments and
Technology gives surveying students and practitioners profound understanding of how surveying instruments are
designed and operating based on surveying instrument functionality. The book includes the required basic knowledge of
accurate measurements of distances and angles from theoretical principles to advanced optical, mechanical, electronic
and software components for comparative analysis. Readers are presented with basic elements of UAS systems,
practical interpretation techniques, sensor components, and operating platforms. Appropriate for surveying courses at all
levels, this guide helps students and practitioners alike to understand what is behind the buttons of surveying instruments
of all kinds when considering practical project implementations.
Based on four seasons of fieldwork, this book presents the results of the first systematic site survey of a region rich in
material remains. From architecture to fresco painting, Cappadocia represents a previously untapped resource for the
study of material culture and the settings of daily life within the Byzantine Empire.
Commingling of human remains presents an added challenge to all phases of the forensic process. This book brings
together tools from diverse sources within forensic science to offer a set of comprehensive approaches to handling
commingled remains. It details the recovery of commingled remains in the field, the use of triage in the assessment of
commingling, various analytical techniques for sorting and determining the number of individuals, the role of DNA in the
overall process, ethical considerations, and data management. In addition, the book includes case examples that
illustrate techniques found to be successful and those that proved problematic.
Setting Out For Construction is a comprehensive practical handbook on the theory and practice of site surveying. Aimed
at anyone who is studying site surveying as part of a civil engineering or construction related qualification as well as
those who have been thrown in at the deep and end and need learn the principles and practices of setting out
A comprehensive overview of high precision surveying, including recent developments in geomatics and their
applications This book covers advanced precision surveying techniques, their proper use in engineering and geoscience
projects, and their importance in the detailed analysis and evaluation of surveying projects. The early chapters review the
fundamentals of precision surveying: the types of surveys; survey observations; standards and specifications; and
accuracy assessments for angle, distance and position difference measurement systems. The book also covers network
design and 3-D coordinating systems before discussing specialized topics such as structural and ground deformation
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monitoring techniques and analysis, mining surveys, tunneling surveys, and alignment surveys. Precision Surveying: The
Principles and Geomatics Practice: Covers structural and ground deformation monitoring analysis, advanced techniques
in mining and tunneling surveys, and high precision alignment of engineering structures Discusses the standards and
specifications available for geomatics projects, including their representations, interpretations, relationships with quality
assurance/quality control measures, and their use in geomatics projects Describes network design and simulation,
including error analysis and budgeting Explains the main properties of high-precision surveys with regard to basic survey
procedures and different traditional measurement techniques Analyzes survey observables such as angle, distance,
elevation difference and coordinate difference measurements, and the relevant equipment, including the testing and
utilization of the equipment Provides several case studies and real world examples Precision Surveying: The Principles
and Geomatics Practice is written for upper undergraduate students and graduate students in the fields of surveying and
geomatics. This textbook is also a resource for geomatics researchers, geomatics software developers, and practicing
surveyors and engineers interested in precision surveys.
The fifth edition of this classic textbook sets out the essential techniques needed for a solid grounding in the surveying. The popular and
trusted textbook covers the traditional topics such as levelling, measurement of angles, measuring distances, and how to carry out traversing
and compute coordinates, as well as the latest technological advances. It is packed with clear illustrations, exercises and worked examples,
making it both a comprehensive study aid for students and a reliable reference tool for practitioners. This text is aimed at students studying
surveying as either part of a civil engineering, building or construction course or as a separate discipline. It is also useful for students who
undertake surveying as an elective subject and is a useful resource for practising surveyors. New to this Edition: - The latest developments in
Global Navigation Satellite Systems (GNSS) particularly the introduction of network RTK and OS Net and their applications - Recent
developments in survey instruments, methods and digital technologies including image processing with total stations and laser planners,
developments in data processing and integration and updates on Ordnance Survey mapping products
An authoritative guide to close range photogrammetry. The first comprehensive modern text on this subject in English, expanded and
updated from the German text by Luhmann. This book provides a thorough presentation of the methods, mathematics, systems and
applications which comprise the subject of close range photogrammetry, which uses accurate imaging techniques to analyse the threedimensional shape of a wide range of manufactured and natural objects. Close range photogrammetry, for the most part entirely digital, has
become an accepted, powerful and readily available technique for engineers and scientists who wish to utilise images to make accurate 3-D
measurements of complex objects. After an introduction, the book provides fundamental mathematics, including orientation, digital imaging
processing and 3-D reconstruction methods, as well as presenting a discussion of imaging technology including targeting and illumination,
hardware and software systems. Finally it gives a short overview of photogrammetric solutions for typical applications in engineering,
manufacturing, medical science, architecture, archaeology and other fields.
The primary question addressed in this book focuses on how the ancient Maya in the northern Petén Basin sustained large populations
during the Late Classic period.
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Precision conservation is a reality, and we are moving towards improved effectiveness of conservation practices by accounting for temporal
and spatial variability within and off field. This is the first book to cover the application of the principles of precision conservation to target
conservation practices across fields and watersheds. It has clearly been established that the 21st century will present enormous challenges,
from increased yield demands to climate change. Without improved conservation practices it will not be possible to ensure food security and
conservation effectiveness. Readers will appreciate the application of the precision conservation concept to increase conservation
effectiveness in a variety of contexts, with a focus on recent advances in technology, methods, and improved results. IN PRESS! This book is
being published according to the “Just Published” model, with more chapters to be published online as they are completed.
Philosophers of science have long used reconstructive reasoning to develop historical explanations covering the origins of natural
phenomenon. The application of the scientific method is a powerful tool for solving crimes through reconstruction of the events. Scientific
Foundations of Crime Scene Reconstruction: Introducing Method to Mayhem demonstrates how to use the scientific method and exercise the
critical thinking that is essential for the development of sound data and the construction of reliable explanations. Provides a clear yet rigorous
account of the scientific method accessible to non-philosophers Supplies examples showing the application of scientific methods to the
reconstruction of events that leave physical evidence at crime scenes Presents self-contained chapters—each with specific points about how a
scene reconstruction is built upon the analysis of specific physical evidence Discusses the scope and limitations of physical evidence and the
resulting analyses that they support in crafting scientific crime scene reconstructions Includes case studies of crime scene reconstructions
from Dr. Nordby’s experience, complete with color photographs and laboratory notes Moving systematically from case to case, this volume is
an essential reference for forensic and law enforcement professionals who need to step into new or unfamiliar areas to understand how
science can help them do their jobs. It enables forensic scientists to apply the natural sciences to casework in shooting and nonshooting
cases. It also educates attorneys who need to understand scientific evidence and the process of crime scene reconstruction from the
scientific point of view.

Modern Surveying is unimaginable without the use of electronic equipment and information technology. Surveying with
conventional systems has been completely replaced with advanced automated systems. Total Station, Global Positioning
System (GPS), Remote Sensing and Geographical Information System (GIS) have all become an inextricable part of
surveying. Advanced Surveying: Total Station, GIS and Remote Sensing provides a thorough working knowledge of
these technologies.
This is a very thorough revision of an established textbook first published in 1978 (second edition 1985). While retaining
the successful style and basic organisations of the previous editions, the authors have brought this edition up to date with
the latest equipment and methods for modern site surveying.
Almost as soon as the last shot was fired in the Battle of the Little Bighorn, the battlefield became an archaeological site.
For many years afterward, as fascination with the famed 1876 fight intensified, visitors to the area scavenged the many
relics left behind. It took decades, however, before researchers began to tease information from the battle’s debris—and
the new field of battlefield archaeology began to emerge.
In Uncovering History, renowned archaeologist Douglas D.
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Scott offers a comprehensive account of investigations at the Little Bighorn, from the earliest collecting efforts to earlytwentieth-century findings. Artifacts found on a field of battle and removed without context or care are just relics,
curiosities that arouse romantic imagination. When investigators recover these artifacts in a systematic manner, though,
these items become a valuable source of clues for reconstructing battle events. Here Scott describes how detailed
analysis of specific detritus at the Little Bighorn—such as cartridge cases, fragments of camping equipment and clothing,
and skeletal remains—have allowed researchers to reconstruct and reinterpret the history of the conflict. In the process,
he demonstrates how major advances in technology, such as metal detection and GPS, have expanded the capabilities
of battlefield archaeologists to uncover new evidence and analyze it with greater accuracy. Through his broad survey of
Little Bighorn archaeology across a span of 130 years, Scott expands our understanding of the battle, its protagonists,
and the enduring legacy of the battlefield as a national memorial.
This volume, Overturning Certainties in Near Eastern Archaeology, is a festschrift dedicated to Professor K. Asl?han
Yener in honor of over four decades of exemplary research, teaching, fieldwork, and publication. The thirty-five chapters
presented by her colleagues includes a broad, interdisciplinary range of studies in archaeology, archaeometry, art
history, and epigraphy of the Ancient Near East, especially reflecting Prof Yener's interests in metallurgy, small finds,
trade, Anatolia, and the site of Tell Atchana/Alalakh.
This updated and expanded edition of the book includes four additional chapters on earthwork on sloping sites;
transitional curves and super elevation; calculations of super elevations on composite curves; and underground mine
surveying. Richly illustrated with diagrams, equations and tables as well as examples of every day survey tasks. It also
covers new topics, such as the global navigation satellite system’s (Real Time Kinematic-RTK), which are increasingly
used in a wide range of everyday engineering applications.
Crime Scene Unit Management: A Path Forward is a must-have resource for anyone involved with forensic investigations and the
search for evidence at the crime scene. The book provides standards for how to manage a crime scene so that evidence is
collected and preserved without errors and includes guidelines for how to implement the standards and set up regional training
programs for smaller jurisdictions with tighter budgets. Key features include examples, checklists, and flow charts for evidence
handling and routing. CSIs, fire investigators, homicide investigators, accident investigators, police executives, and students of
forensic science will benefit from this thorough approach to how the crime scene—and the personnel charged with tending to the
evidence—should be managed.
This manual is meant to help the operator through the measurement of watercraft using the Sokkia total station. The vessels to be
measured can vary in size from small boats to full sized ships. The key to the total station is that it is collecting full threePage 4/6
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dimensional coordinate data. The Sokkia total station is a surveyor's tool. Its native language is that of a land surveyor. Inadapting
it for use in the maritime field, it is only necessary to change the language used to understand the workings of the machine. A
historic vessel can be described as an unusual piece of topography; the measurer is creating a topographic map of a peculiar
area. The advantages of the Sokkia total station in the field are both its speed and accuracy in three-dimensional coordinate
measurement. The total station also allows the operator a certain amount of freedom in the measurement process, notcommonly
found in traditional methods used to document boats.
Over a 1000 tiny bronze artefacts were found alongside the remains of a man in a Dutch barrow that was excavated in laboratory
conditions. The objects had been dismantled and taken apart, all to be destroyed by fire in what appears to have been a pars pro
toto burial. In essence, a person and a place were being transformed through destruction. Based on the meticulous excavation
and a range of specialist and comprehensive studies of finds, a prehistoric burial ritual now can be brought to life in surprising
detail. This Iron Age community used extraordinary objects that find their closest counterpart in the elite graves of the Hallstatt
culture in Central Europe.
When a criminal act or vehicle crash occurs, most often a local law enforcement agency responds and is responsible for both
investigating the scene and for documenting it. It is critical that scene evidence is collected and recorded efficiently, as the scene
can quickly change. The sooner evidence can be collected, reviewed, and analyzed, the better an understanding investigators will
have as to how and why the incident occurred. Crime Scene Documentation: Preserving the evidence and the growing role of 3D
laser scanning demonstrates at length the value of laser scanning through the use of numerous case studies of investigators who
have utilized various 3D technologies and laser scanning to document scenes. Thorough and accurate scene documentation is an
essential function at a science and proves particularly valuable in courtroom presentations to help jurors understand a crime or
accident’s likely chain of events. The more advanced a scene documentation method is, the better it can be utilized to capture
details that will lead to optimal scene diagramming. Currently, 3D laser scanning is the most advanced method of scene
documentation available, capturing detailed and realistic digital scans—capturing scenes in their entirety—and yielding a permanent
representation of the scene for study and analysis at any time, even years after a crime scene has vanished. The book explains
current technology, the latest advances, and how to best utilize the technology. Case examples come from various applications,
from tools to programs, can help crash scene investigators understand how scanning can improve scene documentation, provide
better and more evidence details, and build more credible diagrams that possibly may be used in court presentations to help
support a case. Key Features: Describes 3Dscene recording methods in use and how well they work Outlines the variables and
inherent challenges associated with documenting crime and crash scenes Illustrates the positive, and dramatic, impact of having a
well-documented scene, particularly in the courtroom Explores how 3D laser scanning has vastly changed the way and extent to
which crime and crash scenes can be captured accurately and completely, and subsequently analyzed Explains how laser
scanning is highly flexible and presents strategies to integrate it into other crime scene incident recording techniques and
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technologies Crime Scene Documentation details the many benefits of 3D laser scanning technology relative to its reliability and
accuracy as well as the multiple case scenarios in which it can be used. The book serves as an invaluable resource to crime
scene technicians, investigators, and reconstructionists on the best ways to document a crime or crash scene.
This text describes topics discussed at the conference, including: tunnelling and construction in soft ground and rocks; geological
investigations; tunnelling machines; planning for underground infrastructure; safety issues and environmental and social aspects of
underground development.
Volume One of The Temple Complex at Horvat Omrit examines the surviving architecture of the three Roman period temple
phases newly excavated sanctuary at the archaeological site of Omrit in northern Israel.
Telemetry technologies for aeronautical, space, automotive, biomedical application are both supported and challenged by
innovative industrial developments like IoT, Big Data, Wireless System. Connectivity is the backbone of the modern society!
Adapting to and integrating these new technologies represent many challenges but offer new capabilities, which are mandatory for
testing modern and future systems, including UAVs / drones. Security of links and networks is to be included by design: jamming,
anti-jamming, spoofing... It is actually only about remaining agile - but today more than ever!
3D surface representation has long been a source of information describing surface character and facilitating an understanding of
system dynamics from micro-scale (e.g. sand transport) to macro-scale (e.g. drainage channel network evolution). Data collection
has been achieved through field mapping techniques and the use of remotely sensed data. Advances in this latter field have been
considerable in recent years with new rapid-acquisition methods being developed centered around laser based technology. The
advent of airborne and field based laser scanning instruments has allowed researchers to collect high density accurate data sets
and these are revealing a wealth of new information and generating important new ideas concerning terrain characterisation and
landform dynamics. The proposed book collates a series of invited peer revieved papers presented at the a conference on
geoinformatics and LIDAR to be held at the National Centre for Geocomputation based in the National University of Ireland,
Maynooth. Current constraints in field survey and DEM construction are reviewed together with technical and applied issues
around the new technology. The utility of the data in process modelling is also covered. The book will be of great value to
researchers in the field of geomorphology, geostatistics, remote sensing and GIS and will prove extremely useful to students and
practitioners concerned with terrain analysis. The proposed work will: Highlight major technological breakthrough in 3D data
collection. Feature examples of application across a wide range of environmental areas. Critically evaluate the role of laser based
techniques in the environment. Detail theory and application of laser techniques in the natural environment.
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